
WRITING A WORD PICTURE

â€”John Cheever. by geralt. Sometimes a strong noun or verb is insufficient to evoke much in our readers. Word
pictures take time to write, but if.

When the picture is in your word document right click on the photo and select format picture. Select the
picture that you want, and then click Insert. By all means, share these videos with students--as mini-writing
lessons. Start by having young authors look around and write word pictures for things they see, such as: "a
kicked-in-the-corner, two-inch gnawed pencil" or "a wobbly stack of cartoon lunch boxes. The carousel took
him back to another time. Now you can move or resize your picture to correspond with the text already on the
page. Cloth napkins fanned out from empty wineglasses, which were paired beside crystal goblets of water.
Click to tweet. The victory fire, renewed with faggots of oak and rowan, licked at them with hungry forked
tongues. Great word pictures like these evoke images and feelings in readers. Where it says Scale,click the
drop down arrow to choose a size for your picture. I'd always envisioned these videos for teachers, but I think
Betsy is on to something. If you need to rotate or alter the direction of your inputted picture: Select File in the
top menu Choose Page Setup Now change your setting to Landscape. See several examples in the video
above, including "flooding waters, wildest waves, and harshest hurricanes blasted" from the fable The First
Feud. Students can write word pictures they find in books in the handout included below. Working on phrases
helps writers to get warmed up and to boost their imagery in a way that doesn't feel overwhelming. How
would you rewrite the following? No part of the wooden deck was sheltered from the high sun burning
unchallenged in a cloudless sky. Browse for the picture you want to put into your document. If you want a
more subtle, smaller insult or not even an insult do this: 1. Then later, it will be easier to create word pictures
in longer pieces of writing. I always wondered if people knew they spelled loser wrong or in fact meant to call
that person looser than something but I digress. It has the power to give grief or universality that lends it a
youthful beauty. But painting againâ€¦could she recapture that girl who was willing to open her eyes wide
enough to see past the boundaries of have-tos and shoulds and let color spill into something more than all the
right places and shapes? Go to the Insert tab and click on the Picture icon. After writing word pictures about
things they SEE, then have students write word pictures for things they REMEMBER, such as what they had
for breakfast, a vacation detail, their last family celebration, etc. Such a list helps to "make writing visible. It's
sort of like being able to walk a half-mile before trying to run a marathon. See examples of Lynn's word
pictures in the video. The idea is to have the words "framed" as if the words are creating the pictures--and they
are! Click Custom Watermark. Maybe it had been too long. How to insert a picture as a watermark in your
document? Students can also write their own word pictures on the handout included below. A fresh way to
show a sad smile. Jones Much better than: He smiled slowly. You might keep a running LIST on chartpaper in
your classroom of word pictures students find as readers and ones they write as writers. Candlelight flickered
up from the center of the table and the iron sconces that hung on the brick wall behind us. I am not suggesting
you go out and de-face peoples pictures because I think there are laws against this now but if you would like to
add text to a document I can help you. Check the Picture watermark section, and then click Select Picture
button. The picture that you selected is applied as a watermark to the entire document.


